


Steeles Rd. at this specific point creates a horrible blindspot when cars opposite east bound traffic
are also turning left onto Gihon Springs from Steeles. This is a situation which should have already
been prevented but instead of considering this they are looking to add more traffic into this
dangerous intersection. Adding more cars turning left into the community during rushhour will cause
backups into Steeles Ave.
 
It is incredulous that this developer wishes to build more before even finishing what they have
started and even worse that what they plan will not improve the area but only serve to cram as
many dwellings as possible into a very small area without considering the effects on those who
purchased townhomes in the community with no knowledge of this. 
 
The responce provided by Ms. McFarlane with regards to having conducted a study with an engineer
provides zero comfort to any of the issues above. As we all know the space there is cannot be
expanded. Roads cannot be widened where there is no more land. Additional signage as suggested
will never create additional entries or double the capacity of an already overwhelmed road. 
 
It was also mentioned by Ms. McFarlane that the park which currently exsists is not part of their
development, rather it is the city's. The park I assume, was required as part of the community
develoment plan, a plan which never included a 25 storey residential building on top of the
townhome community. I fail to understand how her response addresses the concern that the park
simply cannot handle the additional demand this new structure would cause, because it is already
more often than not full of children from our community as it is. It is a public park and should remain
accesible to everyone and if a developer wishes to make money then they should enrich the
community not only themselves. None of the plans or responces provided by the developer alleviate
current issues, infact they will only serve to aggrevate them.

I highly encourage you to take a visit to this area to see for yourself the issues which
already exist and the potential disasters this developement will cause. 
 
Regards,
 
Chris Meitsch


